Members of WING are kept apprised of events in our group through mailing lists. Generally, there is one mailing list per group activity type. External visitors are welcomed to join our mailing lists. A full listing of our mailing lists are available [here](#). For old postings, you can refer to [our (defunct) local installation of mailman](#).

**Google Calendar of Events**

Dear WING members, it is your responsibility to add conference deadlines and other events to the calendar. This goes for SIG managers as well. Let's endeavor to keep the calendar useful for everyone.

**WingNews**

Probably the best way to learn about the progress of the group is to subscribe to our quarterly newsletter WING News. We plan to send out one email per quarter to notify our friends and affiliates of progress of our group in terms of publications, tools, corpora and demos. It's a very easy way to get progress notes from us. [Join the WING News mailing list](#).

**CHIME Text Processing Seminar**

Please follow the link on the left menu to see our schedule for the CHIME lab's text processing seminar. We meet biweekly on Wednesday afternoons. You can also join the [CHIME Text Processing Seminar mailing list](#).

**WING Special Interest (Reading) Groups**

WING (along with several other groups in NUS School of Computing) hosts three different reading groups for papers related to different areas. You may sign up for / follow these groups through Google Groups in our Google Apps for Education installation. Student take turns to present relevant papers nominated by the respective groups.

- [Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval](#) (SIGIR) [Alternate Fridays, 11am-12n]

**WING Group Meetings**
We have occasional group meetings to keep us all aware of each other's research. The aim of these meetings is to give each other an idea of what our expertise is and to help us think critically of our own work. Typically the group meeting lasts for about 2 hrs: roughly an hour for a tutorial on a particular field pertinent to several of our research topics, followed by brief updates by group members on their projects. Meetings are announced through the WING mailing list and posted on the shared WING Events calendar. Time limits on student updates will be observed so that we can finish the group meetings in a timely fashion. For 2007/08 onwards, these meetings will be held in MR6 (AS6 05-10)

- **26 Aug 2016** - SIGIR Debrief (Kaz), MS Thesis Defense Practice (Chencan), Keras Tutorial (Animesh)
- **29 Jul 2016** - BIRNDL debrief (Min), Interspeech Practice Talk (Animesh), Research Update (Kishaloy)
- **8 Jul 2016** - Research Update (Tao), Research Update (Xuan), Research Update (Xiangnan)
- **24 Mar 2016** - Research Update (Hui Hui), Research Update (Jiale), Research Update (Hong Jin), Research Update (Jintong), Research Update (Menghan)
- **26 Feb 2016** - NAACL paper review (Min), Biweekly update review (Min)
- **22 Jan 2016** - FYP Update (Hui Hui), FYP Update (Jiale), THU Research Update (Xin Li)

- **18 Dec 2015** - Research Update (Wenqiang), Research Presentation (Huijie)
- **27 Nov 2015** - Internship Overview (Xiangnan), FYP presentation (Junchao), FYP presentation (Hongjin)
- **29 Oct 2015** - Research Update (Ilija and Paramita), Research Update (Kishaloy), On the spot Annotation (Muthu), Literature Review for her UROP (Jintong)
- **25 Sep 2015** - EDM/AIED Debrief (Muthu), Conference Debrief (Tao), Research Work (Chen Ye), Research Update (Ilija and Paramita)
- **28 Aug 2015** - Research Update (Jerome), Research Update: MOOC Wikifier (Chencan, Pengyu), Literature Review for her UROP (Menghan), ACL Conference Debrief (Min)

- **10 July 2015** - NLP-TEA practice talk (Tao), JCDL conference debrief (Min), ASONAM paper review (Min)
- **15 May 2015** - Muthu (Research Update), Ilija (Research Update), ACL Anthology Project (Min)
- **24 April 2015** - ACL’15 paper review (Min), ACL Anthology Project (Min), Chencan (Research Update), Kishaloy (Research Update)
- **27 Mar 2015** - FYP Updates: Jerome (Organizational Social Profile Linkage), Madhav (Data Fusion for Recommendation), Yue & Naijia (Language Learning)
- **27 Feb 2015** - AAAI’15 Debrief (Tao), SIGIR’15 paper review (Min)
- **13 Jan 2015** - FYP Update (Bang Hui), NAACL’15 paper review (Min)
- **19 Dec 2014** - Research Update (Aobo), Web Observatory Debrief (Ilija), PhD Updates (Min)
- **28 Nov 2014** - Research Update (Tao), TAC Debrief (Muthu), Lab Safety (Min)
- **24 Oct 2014** - TAC practice talk (Muthu), Conference De-brief and Internship update (Xiangnan)
- **28 Nov 2014** - FYP Update (Michael)
- **26 Sep 2014** - Research Update (Muthu), FYP Update (Zhao Yue and Zheng Naijia)
- **22&Aug 2014** - FYP Update (Jerome), Tutorial (Shawn), Visit Debrief (Kaz)
- **25&Jul 2014** - Research Update (Ankur, Jiaxin), ACL Debrief (Min), SIGIR Debrief (Jovian)
- **23&May 2014** - Research Update (Patrick, Dongyuan), ACL Practice Talk (Junping)
- **25&Apr 2014** - Research Update (Ankur), WWW Debrief (Xiangnan)
- **28&Mar 2014** - FYP Update (Michael, Minh), Research Debrief (Hany)
- **28 Feb 2014** - Research Update (Qianli, Yongfeng, Chao)
- **24 Jan 2014** - Research Update (Qianli, Yongfeng, Chao)
- **19 Dec 2013** - Research Update (Xiangnan), AIRS Debrief (Kaz)
- **22 Nov 2013** - SIGIR Debrief (Jovian), IJCNLP Debrief (Aobo), EMNLP Debrief (Jun Ping), MM Debrief (Tao), Research Update (Minh)
- **27 Sep 2013** - Internship Debrief (Tao)
- **23 Aug 2013** - ACL Debrief (Aobo), JCDL Debrief (Kaz), AAAI Debrief (Peng)
- **28 Jun 2013** - Research Update (Xiangnan, Jovian, Haochen, Yushi)
- **26&Apr 2013** - Internship Debrief (Aobo), Research Update (Xinxiong), FYP Debrief (Yiping), Eric (UROP Debrief)
- **22 Mar 2013** - FYP Rehersal (Sudhanshu), Research Update (Peng)
- **22&Feb 2013** - Research Update (Bamdad, Muthu, Eric)
- **28 Dec 2012** - Admin Brief on RS/RAship (Min), Research Update (Aobo, Tao, Haochen)
- **23 Nov 2012** - Research Update (Huy, Jovian), PhD Milestones (Jin)
- **02 Nov 2012** - FYP Practise Talks (Shawn, Low Wee), Research Update (Xiangnan, Jun Ping)
- **28 Sep 2012** - Research Update (Shawn, Low Wee, Yiping, Sudhanshu)
- **24 Aug 2012** - Conferences Debrief (Jesse), Research Update (Anqi, Haochen, Yushi)
- **03 Aug 2012** - Conference Debrief (Kaz), Research Update (Tao)
- **22 Jun 2012** - Practice Talks (Kaz, Jesse), Conference Debrief (Aobo)
- **25 May 2012** - WING update (Min), FYP updates (Shawn, Low Wee), Practice Talks (Aobo, Jesse)
- **23 Mar 2012** - Research Update (Anqi, Huy)
- **24 Feb 2012** - Review of Reviewing (Min), Research Update (Xiangnan), FlashMob Testing
- **27 Jan 2012** - Project Update (Praveen)
- **25&Nov 2011** - Research Updates (Jesse, Kaz), TAC Debrief (Jun Ping)
- **28 Oct 2011** - Research Updates (Sivamani, Sofien, Anqi, Liner, Bac, Huy, Sudhanshu), sgCodeJam Debriefs (Sivamani)
- **09 Sep 2011** - Research Updates (Saravanan), sgCodeJam Debriefs (Jun Ping, Tao)
- **19 Aug 2011** - Q&A about start-ups in California and Singapore (Neil), Update (Huy), Introduction (Takahiro), Debriefs (Kaz, Ziheng)
- **08 Jul 2011** - Tutorial (Min), Updates (TAC Team, GAI Team)
- **10 Jun 2011** - JCDL Practice Talks (Kaz), ACL Practice Talk (Ziheng), Introduction (Anqi
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& Liner)
- 13 May 2011 - Updates (Min, Sivamani, Jin, Aobo)
- 15 Apr 2011 - Updates (Jun Ping, Praveen), Genie Agent Presentation (Renzhi)
- 11 Mar 2011 - UROP Practice Talks (Yipeng, Low Wee, Shawn), CSIDM update (Aobo)
- 11 Feb 2011 - UROP Practice Talks (Yipeng, Low Wee, Shawn), Internship Review

(Jin)
- 14 Jan 2011 - Updates (Aobo, Huy, Tao), Internship lessons (Jesse)
- 11 Nov 2010 - Updates (Emma, Thang, Tao, Ziheng)
- 22 Oct 2010 - Visit from U. Tokyo (Profs Matsuo, Mori and Kajikawa); Overview by Min, Kaz and talks by their groups.
- 08 Oct 2010 - Updates (Tamisa & Low Wee, Yipeng, Shawn), AMIA Practice Talk (Jin)
- 17 Sep 2010 - Updates (Aobo, Thang), COLING Debrief (Thang & Vu), WI-IAT Debrief (Yee Fan)
- 13 Aug 2010 - ACL Debrief (Emma), WI Practice talk (Yee Fan)
- 09 Jul 2010 - Sabbatical Update (Min), JCDL/ICADL Debrief (Kaz, Jin), Thesis Defense Practice (Vu), Git Tutorial (Jesse)
- 11 Jun 2010 - JCDL Practice (Kaz, Jin), ForeCite (Emma)
- 14 May 2010 - Update (Ziheng), ForeCite (Minh Thang)
- 16 Apr 2010 - HYP Practice (Khang, Jonathan)
- 9 Apr 2010 - HYP Practice (Khang, Jonathan), Presentation (Min)
- 12 Mar 2010 - Updates (Jin, Jesse, Vu)
- 12 Feb 2010 - Presentation (Jesse, Khang, Jun Ping), Updates (Aobo, Thang)
- 8 Jan 2010 - Updates (Jonathan, Kaz, Emma)
- 9 Dec 2009 - Updates (Min, Khang, Ziheng)
- 10 Nov 2009 - HYP Practice (Zaw Lin), Updates (Yee Fan, Vu)
- 13 Oct 2009 - Updates (Jun Ping, Emma, Zaw Lin)
- 15 Sep 2009 - Updates (Zaw Lin, Justin), Presentation (Kazunari)
- 21 Aug 2009 - Updates (Jin, Jesse, Markus)
- 10 Jul 2009 - Updates (Thang, Vu, Markus)
- 12 Jun 2009 - Updates (Yee Fan, Emma, Ziheng)
- 17 Apr 2009 - Updates (Ziheng), Presentation (Kazunari)
- 3 Apr 2009 - HYP practice (Linh, Hung, Andy)
- 13 Mar 2009 - HYP practice (Linh, Hung, Andy), SVM Tutorial part2 (Yee Fan)
- 13 Feb 2009 - Updates (Jin, Tarun, Emma), SVM Tutorial part 1 (Yee Fan), Presentation (JamiQ Pvt Ltd)
- 16 Jan 2009 - Updates (Himanshu & Tarun, Emma)
- 14 Nov 2008 - HYP practice (Tony, Yan Jun, Thang) / Updates (Emma)
- 17 Oct 2008 - HYP practice (Tony, Thang)
- 12 Sep 2008 - Updates (Emma, Andy) / StarChallenge update (Jin, Thang)
- 15 Aug 2008 - Updates (Thang, Jesse, Linh) / Condor tutorial (Yee Fan)
- 11 Jul 2008 - Updates (Zhao Jin, Yee Fan, Hung)
- 13 Jun 2008 - Updates (Andy, Ziheng, Tony)
- 8 Mar 2008 - HYP practice defense
- 15 Feb 2008 - Job search talk by Su, Updates by Jesse, Tony
- 10 Jan 2008 - Updates from Xuan, Ziheng and Min, Prof. Chris Yang visits
- 19 Dec 2007 - Updates from Yee Fan, Guo Min and Hoang Minh, Prof. Simone Teufel
visits
- 12 Oct 2007 - Condor and CVS/Git Tutorial (Trung) / Updates from Thang, Min and Long
- 7 Sep 2007 - Nutch Tutorial (Jin, Guomin), part 2 / Data collection by Xuan and Guo Min
- 10 Aug 2007 - First meeting of the Sem (Min) / Nutch Tutorial (Jin, Guomin), part 1 / Updates from Jesse, Ziheng
- 27 July 2007 - Groupwide Update, Dr. Hari Sundaram visits
- 8 June 2007 - Group Meta Meeting (Min)
- 16 May 2007 - WWW debrief (Bang) / PhD student paper review session
- 11 May 2007 - New HYP introduction (Min)
- 9 Mar 2007 - UROP tutorial topic: Introduction to Multimodal alignment (Minh Thang)
- 9 Feb 2007 - Tutorial topic: Record Linkage (Yee Fan)
- 12 Jan 2007 - Tutorial topic: LaTeX intro (Min)
- 15 Dec 2006 - All students' status report
- 10 Nov 2006 - Tutorial topic: Mashups! (Jin)
- 13 Oct 2006 - Tutorial topic: Mapreduce (Hendra)
- 8 Sep 2006 - Group participation: Reading papers critically (all)
- 11 Aug 2006 - Tutorial topic: Expectation Maximization (Long)
- 14 July 2006 - Tutorial topic: Intro to Applying Machine Learning (Min)
- 9 June 2006 - Tutorial topic: Intro to Ruby (Min)
- 19 May 2006 - Introduction: Doing UROP/HYP Research (Min)
- 20 Oct 2005 - Tutorial topic: WordNet and similarity (Anubhav)
- 3 Aug 2005 - Tutorial topic: Automatic Summarization (Ziheng)

Graph Reading Group

We previously ran a graphical models reading group along with associated groups. See the link on the left to access the graph reading group's wiki. Join our Graph Reading Group mailing list.